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Before Lin Mo came to the Medicine Garden, he originally did not keep much hope. 

For the issue of natural talent, Lin Mo had this Creation Skill and the Free and Easy Skill to enhance. 

However, if he wanted to change Xu Hanxia’s system so as to make him suitable for practising martial 

arts, several of the main medicines needed were already extinct. 

Especially the Karma Fire Red Lotus, which is a legendary heavenly spirit treasure. 

It would not be an exaggeration to say that this item was a living flesh and bone! 

However, even though Lin Mo pulled his face down and asked his master, Elder Bai, and the two great 

elders of the Medical Union and Martial Union to help him find it, there was still no result. 

After a long time, Lin Mo gave up. 

However what he did not expect was that Mr. Medicine had a solution. 

Xu Hanxia’s expression in this matter instantly became excited. 

“Senior Mr. Pill, you are mean that there is still hope for me to cultivate martial arts is that right?” 

After saying that she looked closely at Mr. Pill with an expectant gaze. 

Lin Mo had grown up too fast, so fast that there were few people beside him who could catch up with 

him. 

Along with the widening gap between the status of these two, Xu Hanxia was secretly anxious in her 

heart. 

Even if she could not help her husband, she could not be a burden to him. 

Lin Mo had sensed the thoughts in his wife’s mind before, and looking at Xu Hanxia, who was full of 

expectation, he held her slender white palm tightly in his hand. 

When his wife turned her head to look at him, Lin Mo smiled gently, and his eyes were thick with 

tenderness. 

“It’s alright, I’ll always be by your side!” 

Xu Hanxia’s heart also warmed as she covered the back of Lin Mo’s hand with her other hand. 

“Ahem!” 

Just as the two of them were thick in love, Mr. Medicine suddenly coughed lightly. 

“Exactly a loving little couple!” 



After Xu Hanxia heard the meaning of this statement, her face immediately turned red and her hands 

even flew back. 

Compared to her, Lin Mo was much more frank: “Mr. Medicine, you are beating a lovebirds with a 

stick!” 

Mr. Medicine’s mouth couldn’t help but smile at such a joke. 

“It’s good to be young, unlike us old men, who are still alone at the end of the day.” 

Speaking of this, his eyes radiated a faint sense of sadness. 

Clearly a man with a story to tell too. 

But this to mourning came and went quickly. 

“Little girl, although you are a spirit averse body, there is indeed a hint of change.” 

“Well …….” 

After pausing for a moment, Mr. Pill skimmed his gaze to the summit of the main peak. 

“How about this, you first help me hitch up the herbs in this medicinal garden of mine.” 

“I still have to think of a specific treatment plan!” 

After hearing this, Xu Hanxia did not reply directly, but looked at her husband with a questioning gaze. 

Lin Mo smiled and exchanged a glance with her, and then asked towards Old Master Pill. 

“The late generation dares to ask, this only comes process, was it ever in danger?” 

Mr. Pill did not hide it and said straightforwardly, “Since it is a reversal of the heavens, it is still more or 

less dangerous.” 

“Then let’s forget it! The junior will think of another way!” 

To ask his wife to put herself at risk, how could Lin Mo agree. 

It would be better to wait for the great power to grow and send more people to search for these master 

medicines all over the world. 

Just as he finished speaking, Xu Hanxia at the side suddenly stood up. 

“Mr. Pill Elder, my daughter is willing to give it a try!” 

Just as Lin Mo was about to persuade him, Xu Hanxia looked at him. 

“Husband, I don’t want to be a burden to you and hold you back!” 

This cry of husband made Lin Mo’s body go limp: “But …….” 

He wanted to say something, but seeing his wife’s steely eyes, he suddenly understood her 

determination. 



“Alright, alright, listen to you, listen to you!” 

“Old Mr. Medicine, then junior will trouble you, please take the trouble senior.” 

Lin Mo said in a serious and earnest manner. 
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When they came, they were still holding hands, but when they went back, they were alone. 

After Lin Mo left the medicine garden, did he look back. 

But in the end, he gave up turning around to ask Mr. Pill about his specific plan. 

Such a matter of reversing the heavens and changing one’s fate was bound to be a core secret of their 

divine mountain, so how could they possibly talk to outsiders. 

Lin Mo didn’t have any other thoughts either, he just purely wanted to understand it and then judge the 

level of danger involved. 

“Big brother.” 

Lin Mo immediately turned back to his senses after hearing the call, while he was about to bump into a 

big tree if he took another step ahead. 

“What’s wrong with you, big brother, you’re distracted.” 

The prince saw that Xu Hanxia had not returned to have asked, “Where is sister-in-law, didn’t she come 

back with you?” 

Lin Mo frowned and recapped what had just happened with the crown prince. 

“What? Aren’t you the one with unparalleled medical skills, big brother? There’s someone else in this 

world who’s better at healing than you?” 

“When did you learn to be so good at kissing horses’ a*s.” 

Lin Mo twisted his head and gave the Crown Prince a surprised look. 

The crown prince was instantly unconvinced, “What flattery, I’m telling the truth!” 

“Big brother, you are our Chinese medical saint, those Japanese physicians who have a good life are all 

crushed by you. 

No other physician in the country is better than you either.” 

“Is there something wrong with that?” 

Lin Mo froze, then shook his head and said, “Nothing wrong with it!” 

Amazing, amazing! 

This b*****d was even starting to talk logic nowadays. 



“Prince, have you been studying secretly lately?” 

Lin Mo narrowed his eyes and carefully sized up the crown prince. 

“No, what’s wrong?” 

The crown prince scratched his head in confusion. 

“It’s nothing, although I consider myself to be incomparable in my medical skills, but with the system, if I 

don’t have the right herbs, I can only stare in disbelief. 

Just let Hanxia try, she’s very obsessed with it and I can’t persuade her. 

If I stop it, your sister-in-law won’t sleep well at night.” 

What she wants is an apple, you can’t keep stuffing her with oranges in the name of loving her! 

The prince didn’t understand the reasoning, and after shaking his head, he didn’t dwell on it. 

“Big brother, I just received a message from Ah Fei that there’s a move on Master Zhao’s side!” 

“That Dark Night Organisation that Song Zhilan made a move for has also been reunited by their Zhao 

family.” 

Lin Mo’s expression was stagnant as he took the information in the Crown Prince’s hand. 

After a quick glance, it suddenly became clear in his mind. 

“Master Zhao’s side is planning to share the pressure with me!” 

“We need to hurry up and act too! Have you investigated the hiding places of all the wild dogs within 

Hanoi Province?” 

The reason why Lin Mo had called out those mercenary groups and killers so much before was to draw 

them out. 

Once the other party had declared themselves, he would be able to gather their information through 

the side of the Martial Alliance headquarters. 

However, he did not have Elder Zhao to mention this at this point, which led to Zhao Nan Yue using 

bloody tactics to divert their attention in order to share the pressure on Lin Mo’s side. 

After contacting Fei, the prince spoke out about the recent progress. 

“There are still two or three other forces hiding too deep, it will take some time to find them.” 

“That’s enough!” 

Lin Mo waved his hand and his eyes were fierce, “Inform Fei’s side and tell them to keep a close eye on 

them.” 

“I want all these people to stay in Hanoi Province!” 

Hearing this, the Crown Prince was undoubtedly the most excited. 



He had almost been in the hands of the Dark Night Mercenaries before, and had been laughed at by Fei 

and the others for a long time. 

Now he finally had the time to revive his majesty. 

“Okay big brother!” 

After making a few phone calls, Ah Fei and Chen Jin immediately started mobilising their men. 

As for Tong Jun, who had just recovered from his injuries and still needed someone to look after the 

construction of the Martial Alliance headquarters in the White Dew Plain, he stayed on top of the Divine 

Mountain. 

That night, Lin Mo asked You Li for a stone token and flew with the prince to Hanoi Province. 
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Dark clouds were building up, and the originally bright moon was slowly and completely obscured. 

When Lin Mo arrived at the port, Fei and the others had been waiting here for a long time, and to his 

greater surprise, Ding Li was also there. 

“Lin Mo, Brother Prince, how are you?” 

“Weren’t you in the mountains, why did you suddenly come out?” 

Ding Li scratched his head in embarra*sment in the face of Lin Mo’s enquiry. 

“My men found a cruise ship within our Ding family’s waters, and the people on it are exactly the group 

of people you are looking for.” 

After hearing Ding Li’s explanation, Lin Mo also understood. 

It turned out that these mercenaries and a*sa*sin groups, seeing that they could not find the people 

around them, thought that they were hiding. 

They thought that Lin Mo was afraid because of their previous declaration of war announcement. 

So when the twenty or so organisations discussed it, they had actually organised a celebration dinner! 

Coincidentally, one of the wait staff on the cruise ship was Ding Li’s eyes. 

“Then you just make a phone call, run out and dry up all over the place and follow the drag?” 

The prince gave a disgruntled accusation. 

Ding Li did not move in anger, instead he was somewhat obsequious, his eyes looked at Lin Mo every 

now and then, sending a distress signal. 

Lin Mo shook his head, it seemed that this fellow would have to live in the shadow of the Crown Prince 

for the rest of his life. 

“Just say what you have to say, we are all on our own.” 



Ding Li’s eyes lit up and he hurriedly spoke, “It’s like this, the forces under me are growing too fast.” 

“Nowadays the gun configuration in terms of combat is a bit out of step, it’s not like I’m thinking of 

these mercenary regiments killers or something well-equipped.” 

After saying that, he rubbed his hands together in an uneasy manner, dodging the Prince’s gaze the 

whole time. 

Lin Mo was not bothered by this, these guns were of no great use to him. 

He still had plenty of guns and ammunition in reserve in Panyang! Moreover, this information was also 

provided by Ding Li, so the loot or whatever would be the reward in question. 

“No problem! But when the time comes, when we move, take it easy on yourself and don’t get hit by a 

stray bullet and hiccup.” 

“I understand, I understand!” 

After both sides finished speaking, nearly three thousand combat troops quickly boarded the ship, part 

of them were the Prince’s men, and the other part were the very combat elites supported by the Martial 

Alliance headquarters. 

“Yes!” 

As soon as they boarded the ship, the Crown Prince jumped to the front of the boat! 

Previously, there had always been only two warships out at sea, but now the combat fleet had been 

replaced with the six frigates and two destroyers that had been a gift from the Oceanic Group before. 

Not only had their speed doubled several times, their firepower was even more ferocious to the point of 

flying. 

That one cold running light was simply a reaper of human lives! 

“Prince’s War Fleet, on orders!” 

“35°N, depart!” 

Accompanied by a bellowing command from the Crown Prince, the entire fleet sped off in a finished 

formation towards the target. 

It was dark and windy, a good time to kill! 

…… 

The Merillia! 

Before chartering the cruise ship, the unknown owner had warned again and again that the ship was 

unlucky as it was grim for life. 

But these bloodthirsty mercenaries, as well as killers, didn’t care about that. 

On the contrary, learning about the bloody events that had taken place on the ship had strengthened 

their resolve to charter it. 



A man’s got to rise to the occasion! 

Under the bright lights, the dinner began! 

The cruise ship was like a bright pearl on the surface of the sea, extremely conspicuous. 

“Gentlemen, although we are fellow travellers, I would like to propose a toast to all of you.” 

“May we soon uncover Lin Mo’s group of rats in hiding and get the two billion dollar bounty sooner.” 

“Cheers!” 

The piercing music was accompanied by countless gla*ses raised high in mid-air! 

The scarlet wine was drained in one go by the group of burly men, the oozing red wine, cutting across 

the corners of their mouths, slowly staying towards their necks. 

They, who were addicted to the wine and the lights, had no idea that death was coming. 
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As the dinner was set up to celebrate the victory, there were very few men patrolling the deck of the 

Meria. 

Some of them had walked back and forth a few times and, thinking that no one would dare to make a 

move on them, had simply put down their guns and joined the party. 

Oblivious to the darkness around them, several dark shadows of steel had bared their hideous fangs and 

surrounded them. 

“Keep your eyes on the perimeter, don’t let any living person out of the encirclement.” 

“Yes!” 

“Ding Li inform your eyes and tell all those service personnel to hide and prevent no harm!” 

“Understood!” 

“Crown Prince, let’s go eat our seats!” 

As the words fell to the ground, a wave of killing power surged madly through the war fleet, it was a 

dark and windy night, just the time to kill. 

After Lin Mo scurried out of the bow of the ship, the Crown Prince followed, followed by a group of elite 

combatants of the Martial Alliance, a group of people stepped on the waves, and in a few flashes, they 

appeared on top of the Merillia’s plywood. 

“What a f*cking bore, let’s go and drink and play with the girls too!” 

A few of the mercenaries flicked the cigarettes out of their hands as they complained. 

Just as they were about to walk towards the banquet hall, several figures suddenly appeared behind 

them. 



“What the hell ……” 

Just as they were about to raise the alarm, several people’s mouths were instantly covered, and with 

this faint smell of blood wafting up, there were a few more bodies with broken throats on top of the 

plywood. 

As for the sniper on top of the platform, he had just discovered the situation and before he had time to 

react, a bullet went straight through his skull. 

In the blink of an eye, all the open and hidden sentries were wiped out. 

In the ballroom, the mercenaries who were indulging in drinks and beautiful women were oblivious to 

the imminent arrival of death. 

“Serve the drinks, where are the men!” 

“D*mn it, where are the waiters, where are they all dead!” 

After realising that the banqueting staff had disappeared, the crowd broke into a frenzy of curses. 

They hadn’t gotten high enough! 

At that moment, the door was pushed in, and a young man with a long sword walked in slowly. 

All the attention was also focused on this man. 

“Don’t mind me, let’s continue to play music and get high!” 

After saying this, Lin Mo picked up the stalk of champagne on the table that was used for the celebration 

and directly unscrewed the cap. 

In full view of everyone, he tilted his head and poured a few sips. 

That reckless look didn’t even put them in his eyes. 

This action immediately aroused everyone’s discontent! 

“This kid, who is he?” 

“Why do I feel that something looks familiar!” 

“I feel the same way, like I’ve seen him somewhere before.” 

At this moment, a group of mercenaries who had been stopped by drinking stumbled and pointed at Lin 

Mo and discussed among themselves. 

Many of them even narrowed their eyes outright, their hearts darkening with murderous intent. 

The leader of the Blue Whale Mercenary Regiment, seeing how arrogant he was, couldn’t help but 

furrow his brows. 

“Kid, who are you, this is not the place for you to come!” 

After saying that, he raised his huge palm and swung it directly towards Lin Mo’s head. 



“This kid is dead, this Blue Whale Leader is an expert who can kill a cow with a single slap.” 

Just as the crowd was sparingly watching, a miserable scream suddenly rang out from the scene. 

Looking up, the originally imposing Blue Whale Chief was now clutching his empty shoulder, falling to 

the ground and crying out in pain. 

“Ah, boy break my arm, you’re dead! 

Kill him for me!” 

Seeing blood at the scene, many of the rotten drunken people woke up in shock. 

As for everyone from that Blue Whale mercenary group, they even raised their guns and aimed at Lin 

Mo. 

But Lin Mo didn’t care, he went to the Blue Whale leader’s body and squatted down. 

“Don’t shout, take a deep breath. 

Yes, take a deep breath!” 

Just as the crowd was looking at Lin Mo’s strange move in confusion, they only saw a cold flash of light. 

At that moment the cries of pain came to an abrupt end! 
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The silence of an otherwise jovial banquet was silent. 

The centre of the banquet was really a huge head, the wide eyes less in the remnants of a resigned look. 

“This man is Lin Mo, he is Lin Mo.” 

After awakening from his drunken state, many people finally recognised him. 

In a flash, both mercenaries and a*sa*sins flashed their weapons. 

This was their target mission! 

Although there was no explicit reward order, the young rich merchants were very interested in Lin Mo’s 

head! 

However, before they could pull the trigger in their hands, Lin Mo’s figure in front of them suddenly 

shifted. 

Like a ghost, his ghostly figure darted through the crowd. 

The terrifying speed made the crowd unable to react at all. 

By the time Lin Mo reappeared, he had already appeared on the main podium. 



As for the thirty or so mercenaries from the Blue Whale mercenary group, all their bodies were 

separated and poured out on the ground. 

This …….. 

For a moment, everyone at the scene was frozen in place, and the fingers that had been pulling the 

trigger were frozen in mid-air. 

Fear was written all over everyone’s face. 

Such appalling skill and speed had far exceeded their perception. 

Was this still a human being? 

At this moment, Lin Mo was like a lion, while the underground was a group of lambs that were still being 

slaughtered. 

The killers who had been salivating over Lin Mo a second ago couldn’t help but stop breathing at this 

moment, as they could experience Lin Mo’s power more directly than the mercenaries. 

Even if all the men present were to join together, they could not possibly be a match for Lin Mo. 

Under the oppressive atmosphere, someone finally came forward. 

“Hello Mr. Lin Mo, I am Dale from the Black Rose a*sa*sin Squad, I wonder what Lin Mo Mr. Lin Mo, is 

here for?” 

Lin Mo raised an eyebrow, the corners of his mouth curved into a cold smile, “A group of people staring 

at the people around you planning to kill.” 

“What do you think I’m here for!” 

Dale’s smile lurched, instantly stalling on his words, the other party was completely popping in with the 

intention of killing someone. 

“But… But we didn’t put up a fight!” 

The only thing Dale could do in the face of such super masters was to be extremely sophomoric. 

He just wouldn’t eat it at all: “Not putting up a fight is no excuse, since the bounty is next and you don’t 

follow my rules and register meekly. 

You guys are giving me a hard time!” 

After saying that, his expression straightened and a hostile qi flew together on his brow. 

Dale panicked after sensing Lin Mo’s murderous intent. 

“Mr. Lin Mo, wait, wait.” 

“We, the Black Rose a*sa*sination Squad, will withdraw now and swear never to set foot on the land of 

China in this lifetime, can we be let go?” 

After seeing Lin Mo’s behind head-on, he had completely lost all thoughts of resistance. 



At this moment, many people, too, looked at Lin Mo waiting for his answer, and what Dell said was 

really what they wanted to say. 

The people who had been clamouring wildly on the internet before were scared like quails at this point, 

where was their arrogant posture at the beginning. 

Lin Mo swept the group before shaking his head slightly. 

“Leaving is out of the question!” 

“Before, I gave you guys a chance, but it’s a pity that you’re useless!” 

At these words, the crowd all turned pale. 

Seeing that Lin Mo did not intend to give them a chance to live, a burly man holding an AK, roared 

fiercely. 

“Brothers, let’s fight with him, there are so many of us, even if we pile him up, we can kill him!” 

However, just as the crowd made a slight move. 

The burly man’s eyes suddenly froze, his original angry expression instantly frozen! 

His defiance came and went as quickly as it came, and those who were a little closer could see the tiny 

hole in his brow. 

What kind of concealed weapon is this? 

This divine tactic further shattered the psychological defences of this group of desperadoes. 
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The banquet was so quiet at this point that, apart from the sound of heavy breathing, only the sound of 

violent heartbeats remained. 

At this moment Lin Mo’s deep voice rang out again. 

“You guys might as well listen to him and give it a try?” 

He asked with a teasing tone, and none of the people dared to look at him wherever his gaze pa*sed. 

“Heh heh, since none of you dare, take me to give you a chance to live!” 

“In ten minutes, this gate will open again, by then only ten people will be able to leave from here oh!” 

After saying that Lin Mo’s figure disappeared again, and the door of the banquet hall closed with a bang. 

At the same time, all the people present subconsciously pulled away from the people around them. 

Lin Mo’s meaning before he left was clear: only ten people could leave, but there was no limit to which 

ten people. 

On the other side, after the Crown Prince saw Lin Mo walk out, he immediately came up curiously. 



“How is it going, big brother? Have they all been killed?” 

Upon hearing this, Lin Mo raised his hand and lined up a slap on the back of the Crown Prince’s head. 

“Am I such a devouring and killing person in your heart?” 

“Isn’t it?” 

The prince’s rhetorical question directly caused Lin Mo to roll his eyes, “You fart, I convince people with 

virtue, okay?” 

“Then what are you going to do with them?” 

The prince asked in disbelief, he wouldn’t believe Lin Mo’s bullsh*t. 

When he had saved Song Zhilan, the prince had felt Lin Mo’s unprecedented anger, and before he 

boarded the ship, he had even given the order to kill them. 

“Don’t mind them, let the bullets fly for a while!” 

As soon as the words left his mouth, a loud noise suddenly came from inside the banquet hall, the sound 

of dense gunfire, like a small firecracker being lit. 

About ten minutes or so pa*sed before the commotion inside stopped. 

Seeing this, the prince was about to go in against the door, but Lin Mo, who was standing by, stopped 

him. 

“I advise you not to go in. 

It’s very! Terrifying! Terrible!” 

“Cut it out, big brother, you don’t need to scare people, what big storms has this young man never seen, 

what scene can scare me!” 

Said the Crown Prince with an arrogant smile and pressed his hands on top of the gate. 

However a few seconds later with a pale face, the Prince ran out as fast as he could, and after arriving at 

the guardrail, he vomited furiously straight away, cursing on his lips. 

“That’s f*cking disgusting! Sick!” 

“f*ck, what kind of a b*tch I’ve committed! Vomit!” 

Looking at his miserable appearance, the men who were still curious as well as the members of the 

Martial Alliance immediately put away their curiosity. 

They didn’t need to talk about the scene where even the big-hearted Crown Prince couldn’t live with 

Zhao’s family. 

Lin Mo shook his head with a bitter smile, “Young people, they are just headstrong and don’t listen to 

advice!” 

After saying that, he also walked into the banquet hall. 



Looking around, the entire hall had become a hell. 

There were mutilated limbs everywhere, some corpses were even beaten with their internal organs 

dripping out, and bright red blood was flowing on the ground, and due to the season, there was even 

steaming hot air. 

The pungent fishy smell rushed straight to the brain, causing people to lose consciousness. 

At the sight of this scene, even Lin Mo appeared uncomfortable, and his gut gradually appeared to be 

churning. 

And at that moment, a bloody palm suddenly gripped Lin Mo’s wrist. 

Looking down, it was none other than the dying Dell. 

“Lin …. Mr. Lin, I… I can leave, help help help help ……..” 

After stammering a few words, he dropped his arms feebly, without a trace of life left in him. 

“Those who kill, people always kill, I’ve already given you a chance!” 

Lin Mo’s tone was cold, if these people didn’t die, the ones who would die in the future might be Xu 

Hanxia, Song Zhilan and the others. 

Outside, after the crown prince had vomited, he only felt his feet go weak, seeing Lin Mo he even urged. 

“Big brother, let’s hurry back, I can’t help but feel sick to my stomach just thinking about this image.” 

“Mm, let’s go back!” 
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Early the next morning, the tragic situation on the Merliah was made public. 

The outside world was in an uproar. 

“This Lin Mo is really ruthless, killing people just as he says. 

You guys don’t know that, the scene was so tragic that many people vomited out their bile after taking a 

look at it.” 

“Originally I thought that Master Zhao’s methods were already vicious enough, but I didn’t expect this 

Lin Mo to be even more terrifying.” 

“This is good, these mercenaries and killers have been harbouring in our Da Qu, causing people to be on 

edge.” 

Lin Mo, who was at the centre of the storm, was still leisurely making the two patients a refreshing and 

nourishing congee. 

When Fei walked in, he caught a glimpse of the crown prince and Ding Li on the sofa, their faces blue 

and their eyes sunken. 



“What’s wrong with these two?” 

Lin Mo didn’t turn around, just concentrating on simmering the rice porridge in the ca*serole, and said 

indifferently. 

“Nothing, the young people didn’t listen to advice and looked at something they shouldn’t have, and 

they became like this now.” 

Hearing this, Ding Li was also tearless, originally he had listened to Lin Mo’s advice and did not intend to 

board the ship to collect the loot. 

But then, after some fooling around by the Crown Prince, he said that there was a large pile of fine 

equipment in the banquet hall, and he believed it on the spur of the moment. 

Then, there was no more then. 

Fei looked at the duo in this half-dead state and secretly felt sorry for the Crown Prince for half a 

second. 

“Boss, Master Zhao called and asked you to call back sometime.” 

“Good!” 

Lin Mo stopped moving and handed the soup spoon to Fei, “You keep stirring, turn off the heat in ten 

minutes, then they feed it.” 

“Okay, boss, you go ahead and get busy, just leave these to me.” 

Lin Mo stood up and nodded, and then went to the hall to pick up his phone. 

“Elder Zhao, what’s wrong?” 

“Kid, you’re playing too bloody a hand!” 

Lin Mo smiled faintly, “Old Master, facing this group of desperadoes, no amount of bloodshed is too 

much.” 

“To be merciful to them could be to be cruel to yourself.” 

This statement was agreed by Zhao Nan Yue, “That’s right!” 

“If I had known that you already had a countermeasure, I would not have meddled in the matter. 

The old man’s reputation in this life was almost on the verge of being lost late.” 

“Now the outside world is saying that I am, well, cruel in my methods!” 

Lin Mo also laughed bitterly in the face of Zhao Lao’s complaints. 

“This time, I was the one who was careless, and too many things gave way to a busy schedule. 

Originally, I thought of provoking them, luring them out and then eliminating them after finding out the 

other party’s details.” 

“I didn’t expect to make Elder Zhao worry, my bad!” 



“When will Elder Zhao, come to this side of Mount Wo, I’ll treat you to a drink to make amends!” 

……….. 

Lin Mo’s side was still happy and cheerful! 

But Zat Baiha’s side was furious. 

The mercenaries who had died tragically, as well as the organization behind the a*sa*sins, wanted all his 

high pensions on the grounds that the information they provided was lacking. 

“sh*t, a bunch of losers, can’t even do this little thing right.” 

“Others deserved it when their regiment was wiped out, and they have the nerve to ask me for a 

pension.” 

“Tell them not to get a single penny from me unless they complete the mission.” 

Zat Wanliu was also blue with anger when he learnt of such an outcome. 

He had repeatedly discouraged Zat Baikha before, that it was fine to suppress Lin Mo, but that the 

disaster was worse than his relatives. 

However, Zat Baikha did not listen to him at all and only thought about being more than Lin Mo Daqu. 

“This is sowing the roots of trouble, and now the killer organization’s side won’t get good either!” 

“Butler, take a billion dollars in cash with you and go find those organisations involved in dealing with 

Lin Mo this time, and just call them in the name of a pension.” 

Zat Wanliu looked at the butler’s departing back and felt tired. 

This fourth prince, although he had more than enough power, he did not have enough heart and was 

still lacking a lot of the big picture. 

He still had a long way to go if he wanted to catch up with the other great princes. 

“I just hope this plan to deal with Lin Mo will be successful this time!” 
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Balsa Mountain. 

Xu Hanxia stayed in the medicinal garden for a while, and after Mr. Pill checked her pulse once, he told 

her to look after the seedlings of some medicinal plants in the backyard, and gave her a lot of medical 

skills. 

Although Xu Hanxia was not sure what the other party meant, she carried out her duties dutifully, 

watering and fertilising the seedlings on time, and then sitting alone on a stone bench, flipping through 

various ancient medical books. 

The dense, traditional Chinese characters made other people’s heads tingle just by looking at them. 



Xu Hanxia, however, was so absorbed in reading that she even forgot the time when she was absorbed. 

Every time, she felt an extraordinarily peaceful state of mind, and her whole body was in a state of 

relaxation. 

“Xiaoxia, how is it? Is there anything you don’t understand?” 

Xu Hanxia looked up at Mr. Medicine, then shook her head. 

“Please bother old sir, these books will be understood after reading more.” 

Even though this was not the first time, when Mr. Medicine heard such a reply from Xu Hanxia, his heart 

could not help but set off a tremor. 

At first, Mr. Medicine only thought that Xu Hanxia was perfunctory, and he was still a little angry in his 

heart. 

However, after some questions and answers, Xu Hanxia had not only memorised all the knowledge in 

the art of medicine, but had even integrated it to form his own opinion. 

To put it simply, Xu Hanxia had already achieved what those Chinese doctors had achieved after several 

years of medical studies, just by looking at the medical techniques in these two days alone. 

This is no longer described as genius, it is completely demonic. 

“It’s good to understand, it’s good to understand!” 

Mr. Pill forced down the shock in this heart and walked out of the medicine garden with a joyful face. 

At this moment, You Li was already waiting for him here. 

“Lord Mountain Master, this girl child is positively divine, she is simply a medical wizard among ten 

thousand.” 

“Originally, I was just worried that this little girl was bored and boring, so I found basic medical books for 

her to observe. 

Who would have thought that this girl would be able to learn from no teacher, and that she would have 

already entered the cla*sroom based on her self-study alone.” 

A playful smile appeared on You Li’s face as he looked at his shocked face and his excited expression. 

“What, Mr. Pill has moved to take on a disciple!” 

Mr. Pill froze and didn’t answer directly, which was considered a tacit acceptance. 

It was only that You Li suddenly turned his words around, “This matter, I’m afraid it’s a bit of a do-over.” 

“As you know, this Lin Mo’s medical skills revealed at the moment are not just the tip of the iceberg. 

If I’m not wrong, this kid’s medical skills should not be below yours!” 

“That Zhao Nan Yue is the best example of this!” 



Back then, when Zhao Nan Yue’s dark illness broke out, he had also sought help from Divine Mountain, 

only that Mr. Pill was no longer sure and had eventually declined. 

Thinking of this matter Mr. Pill’s face could not help but look a few shades harder, with a look of 

disappointment mixed in his eyes. 

“That’s a pity!” 

“You don’t have to be disappointed, Mr. Pill, when Lin Mo returns, you can perhaps ask him for his 

opinion. 

Although this kid is highly skilled in medicine, he doesn’t necessarily know how to teach.” 

You Li said this with relief. 

Mr. Medicine shook his head indifferently, “Let’s talk about it!” 

“For now, it’s better to try to transform her spirit-averse body’s system first.” 

At the mention of this matter, You Li’s expression also became serious. 

“Mr. Medicine, this talk of the system, is there really any hope?” 

Generally speaking, from the moment one’s mother is born on earth, whether one can practice martial 

arts and enter the path is already certain. 

To change one’s fate against the odds is not a difficult task. 

The words of qualification to can be changed later in life, but the words of this system, You Li also does 

not have much confidence. 

After pondering for a while, Mr. Pill still nodded appraisingly, “I personally think there is still hope.” 

“Especially this girl child, with her demonic medical talent.” 
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Later that afternoon, Mr. Medicine summoned Xu Hanxia to his body. 

“Xiaoxia, you come with me!” 

Once the two arrived at the pharmacy, Mr. Pill took out a brown pill from an antique pill jar. 

“You take this pill first!” 

Xu Hanxia did not hesitate and tilted her head and swallowed it straight away. 

At this moment, Mr. Pill made his move, and after his five fingers rested on Xu Hanxia’s wrist, the 

spiritual qi of the thin road of hair continued to pour into the latter’s meridians. 

“Relax and close your eyes.” 

“Feel the path of this spiritual qi flow carefully.” 



Hearing this, Xu Hanxia immediately closed her eyes, and miraculously, at this moment, she could clearly 

see the light blue spiritual qi continuously swimming through her body, and also in a regular manner. 

Of course this was mainly because of Mr. Medicine’s a*sistance. 

“Don’t get distracted!” 

Xu Hanxia heard Mr. Medicine’s whispered reminder and hurriedly withdrew her mind and began to 

note down the path that this to blue light was travelling. 

After thirty-six small circumambulations, Mr. Medicine then sent his palm. 

“Have you memorised it!” 

Xu Hanxia nodded seriously, except for the first earthly small circumference she was distracted by, the 

second circumference he had memorized by heart. 

And after the thirty-six cycles of spiritual energy, she could clearly feel her body becoming lighter and 

more relaxed, as if she had had a complete sauna, with all the pores of her body opened. 

And the brown elixir he had just taken was now releasing a constant stream of aura in her abdomen. 

“Good, after that, when you go to the small courtyard to look after the herbs again, remember to 

channel the spiritual qi in your body all the time and run it the way I just did.” 

After saying that, Mr. Medicine brushed away the tiny beads of sweat on his forehead. 

After Xu Hanxia understood, she bent down with a respectful expression. 

“Thank you, Old Mister Pill!” 

“There is no need for that, since I promised to help you with your system, I naturally have to do my 

best.” 

Mr. Pill waved his hand and said, “Alright, since you as well remembered, go and try something on your 

own in the small courtyard.” 

“If you perceive that Elixir Pill and the medicinal properties dissipate into thin air, remember to look for 

me!” 

“Go!” 

Xu Hanxia bowed towards Mr. Pill with a grateful face. 

At this moment she seemed to have seen hope! 

At the same time, she could also see through Mr. Medicine’s exhaustion. 

And when she left the pharmacy, Mr. Pill, who remained here, couldn’t help but gasp for breath. 

“Eh, it’s not possible to defy old age!” 

It was obvious that the teaching he had just given was not a small load on him either. 



After Xu Hanxia walked to the small courtyard, he couldn’t wait to start following Mr. Pill’s method and 

began to experiment. 

At first he was a little uncomfortable, after all he didn’t have any experience in cultivation. 

But after half an hour of trying, she gradually got better, complete with guiding the spiritual energy 

through her body for a small circumference. 

“It worked!” 

After Xu Hanxia opened her eyes, her entire body trembled from excitement. 

She had waited for this day for far too long. 

Taking advantage of the wave of momentum, she hurriedly followed Lin Mo’s usual cultivation pattern, 

found a hurried gra*sy area and sat down cross-legged. 

With the first successful test, the following guidance became smoother and smoother. 

It was just that as she cultivated for longer and longer, a consciousness inexplicably appeared in her 

mind. 

It seemed that something was calling to her, and surprisingly she vaguely sensed a red thread that was 

creeping into his brow, linking her to the unknown object. 

But the feeling was so vague that it could not be captured precisely. 

It went on until the sun was thin and the sky was getting dark. 

Even Mr. Medicine could not resist coming forward to interrupt her! 

“Little Xia, cultivation is about combining work and rest, take your time without trying too hard, your 

current body is too much. 

It would be more than worth it if you hurt your foundation.” 

Chapter 3010 

When Xu Hanxia heard this, she stopped her practice, but when her eyes opened and she intended to 

get up, her fingers pressed a rather sharp gra*s, and when she ate the pain, she hurriedly retracted her 

arm. 

“What’s wrong?” 

Xu Hanxia shook her head, “It’s nothing, I just got stabbed by the gra*s.” 

After saying that, she got up and left the place with Mr. Medicine. 

However, behind the two of them, that little bit above the gra*s, the bright red blood slowly fell to the 

ground and then permeated the soil. 

“During this period of time, you can leave the seedling alone and concentrate on guiding the operation 

of the spiritual energy within your body.” 



“Tonight, I’m going to start refining pills in seclusion, in an effort to help you eliminate the problems in 

your physique as soon as possible.” 

Hearing this, Xu Hanxia’s mood suddenly became a lot more excited “Thank you, Mr. Pill.” 

“No matter, if you encounter anything, you can look for Yu, or just go directly to the mountain master!” 

Mr. Pill finished his explanation and walked into the pill refining room alone. 

It was late at night, and everything was silent in all directions. 

As the wind pa*sed through the mountain forest, the rustling of leaves became the only sound in the 

area. 

The whole divine mountain was covered by dark clouds that occasionally blocked the full moon, and the 

surrounding area was also dark and bright. 

Inside the straw hut, Xu Hanxia, with her steady breathing, had fallen deeply asleep. 

However, at that moment, a dense aura suddenly emerged from beneath the ground, rushing straight to 

the straw room on the bed. 

In the next second, Xu Hanxia, who was still in a deep sleep, suddenly sat up in shock. 

A red light like a blaze flashed in her eyes, which had been fiercely opened. 

Her eyes were not bright, and her whole body was unconscious, letting her feet stride forward. 

The night was thick at the moment, and under the white moonlight, a silhouette could be seen slowly 

walking out of the room, and then slowly towards the courtyard. 

On Xu Hanxia’s brow, a fiery red thread spreads out, the other end of which is connected to the deep 

forest in the distance. 

After pa*sing through a winding path, a huge cave appeared in front of her. 

Beneath the silver light, the cave’s entrance was so thickly interwoven with spiritual energy that it 

seemed to completely distort the entire space. 

If one were a professional formation master again, one would be able to discover that this cave contains 

a terrifying and complex formation, so dense are the formations that even a master expert would be 

helpless to do anything about it. 

But miraculously, the frail Xu Hanxia lifted her feet and stepped into it. 

With a ripple in mid-air, all the aura instantly shrank and converged towards the cave in a frenzy. 

And with the disappearance of the aura, the formations also died out in the air. 

After pa*sing through the long cave, there was an empty cave. 

At the top are dense stalactites, the sharp, cold tops of which are unnervingly busy. 

At the bottom of the cave, there is no sign of any living creature, not even weeds or moss. 



Only in the middle of the cave, in the centre of a table-sized clear spring, a red lotus flower, in bud, 

stands quietly. 

The source of the red thread in Xu Hanxia’s brow was this red lotus. 

After seeing this object, although Xu Hanxia’s eyes were blank, the pace of his feet could not help but be 

much faster. 

It was like a hungry beast meeting a delicious piece of meat. 

Xu Hanxia darted across the spring and without any hesitation, she reached out and grabbed the red 

lotus bun by its stem and vine. 

The tiny wound on Xu Hanxia’s thumb suddenly gushed out a large amount of blood. 

The intense stabbing pain also made her come to her senses. 

“Where is this?” 

Xu Hanxia looked at the unfamiliar surroundings, her eyes leaking this confused look. 

 


